The present paper is devoted to a representation theorem of central double centralizers on a complex Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity. In particular, our result implies the representation theorem of the ideal center of an arbitrary C*-algebra established by J. Dixmier.
1. Introduction. R. C. Busby [2] has noted that every central double centralizer on any C*-algebra can be represented as a bounded continuous complex-valued function on its structure space, which is equivalent to Dixmier's representation theorem [6, Theorem 5] . Let A be a complex Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity and Prim A the structure space of A. A central double centralizer T on A may be identified with a bounded linear operator T on A such that (Tx)y = x(Ty) for all x, v G A. In this paper, we show that, if the ideal center of A has a Hausdorff structure space, every central double centralizer T on A can be represented as a bounded continuous complex-valued function 3>r on Prim A such that Tx + P = $T(P)(x + P) for all x G A and P 6 Prim A. Here x + P for P G Prim A denotes the canonical image of x in A/P. In particular, if A is a C*-algebra then our representation theorem implies the Busby's or, equivalently, Dixmier's. In this way we get a proof of Dixmier's theorem, quite different from that given in [6] . This was inspired by Davenport's representation theorem of multiplier algebras on Banach algebras with bounded approximate identity [5, Theorem 2.8] . We also obtain a similar representation theorem of central double centralizers on a quasi-central Banach algebra with a completely regular center.
Davenport's representation theorem of Z(M(A)
). In this paper, a complex Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity will be denoted by A and the central double centralizer-algebra on A will be denoted by Z(M(A)), that is the center of the double centralizer-algebra M(A) on A. Let {ea} be the approximate identity on A and A* the set of all elements/in the dual space A* of A such that limj|/-ea -f\\ = 0, where/-a(x) = J(ax) for each a, x G A and / G A*. The set A* is a closed subspace of A* and A*= {f-a:fEA*,aEA} (cf. [3] , [5] ). Then the dual space (A*)* of A# becomes a Banach algebra under the restriction to A * of the Arens product on the second dual space A** of A. In fact, the restriction to A * of the Arens product on A ** can be described as follows: 
for all/ G /I *. We thus get ¡iG = G and our result is proved. Furthermore, the following stronger result can be proved, and it is similar to one established by K. Saito [7] , in which he has given a characterization of double centralizer-algebras on Banach algebras under some conditions. This was pointed out by the referee. Notice that D(A)/P' is a primitive Banach algebra and so its center reduces to the complex field. Therefore there exists a unique complex number $r(F) such that pT + P' = &T(P)(J + P'). We are now in a position to state and prove our main theorems. Horn Z(D(A)) denotes the carrier space of Z(D(A)) with Z(D(A))topology. We thus observe the map F -> x>nz(ß(^))(z) IS continuous on Prim A for each z G Z (D(A) ). Let F G Z(M(A)) and F G Prim A. Since ¡iT + P' = $T(P)(J + F'), we have fiT -4>r(F)7 G F' n Z(D(A)). It follows that $r(F) = A>nz(0(^))(/i:r)-T1"31 $r e C*(Prim ,4) by the above argu- It follows that t(Fx -3>r(F)x) G F' n t(A) = t(P). Since t is injective, we obtain that Fx + F = 4>r(F)(x + F).
Finally we can easily see that the kernel of the map F -» $r is equal to ZMR(A) from the equation Fx + F = <ï>r(F)(x + F), x G ,4. Remark 3.3. Let A be as in Theorem 3.2. If the approximate identity of A is uniformly bounded by one, then the map ¡i is isometric [5, Corollary 2.9] and so F^$r is a norm reducing homomorphism of Z(M(AJ) into C6(Prim A). If A is semisimple, then the map F-»<E>r is injective. Furthermore, if A is arbitrary C*-algebra, then the ideal center Z(D(A)) of A has necessarily a Hausdorff structure space because Z(D(A)) is also a commutative C*-algebra.
The following result is equivalent to the Dixmier's representation theorem [6, Theorem 5] . Proof. Note that the map F -» $r is isometric from Remark 3.3. The map is also surjective because the Dauns and Hof mann theorem [4] has showed that every function in C*(Prim A) can be realized uniquely in this way.
The following definition can be seen in the Archbold's paper [1] , in case that A is a C*-algebra. 
*AP)Xmz<Aï = XPnziA)T\Z(A).
(3) In fact, let z G Z(A). Since hull Z(A) =0, it follows that there exists z0 G Z(A) with z0 & P, and hence Xpnz(/i)(zo) ^ 0-Note that t(Z04)) c Z(D(A)), so that T(x>nZ(£)(/1))(Tz)z0 -zz0) G P' n t(Z04)). Since F' n t(Z(A)) = t(P n Z(A)), we have Xrnz(D(A){Jz)zo ~ zzo e p H Z(A) and so Xj-nz(D(A))(TZ) = Xpnz(A)(z)-Hence 0) holds-Notice that /iF -$r(F)/ G F' n Z(Z>04)). Then Xp-nzcW^D = M%'nZ(W;) = *r(^) and hence (2) holds. Note that T(Z(A)) c Z(/i). Then, by (1) and (2) This contradicts (4) . We thus obtain that $r is continuous on Prim A and the proof is complete. The author wishes to thank the referee for his helpful comments.
